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Noemi Soto <noemisoto@bg2gct.com> Fri, Aug 10, 2018 at 6:49 PM
To: USACT.Citizenscomplaint@usdoj.gov

To the U.S. Attorney John H. Durham,
 
I pray to God this case gets your attention. I have been following this case since it went public in 2017. It would be heart
breaking for me as a disabled citizen of CT, if justice in this case is not done. I have attached my complaint form and in the
zip file is all the data I have collected regarding this case, the lawyers that are representing the abusers 8 of which are Pro
Hac Vice, a folder of PDF news reports from the Hartford Courant, Fox 61, and the Associated Press. Also in the zip file are
PDF copies of Notarized BG2G Justice Advocacy letters I signed and submitted via certified mail to various state agencies
including the states Attorney and the CT Bar Association. 
 
Please feel free to contact me for more information, or let me know if you need these files sent individually.
Acknowledgement that your office has received this complaint form with supporting documents would be greatly
appreciated.
 
Thank you in advance,
 
Noemi Soto
Visionary and CEO for BG2G
Website: www.BG2GCT.com
Call/Text: 860.348.5753 
 
BG2G! - Bring Glory to God!
Prepare Your Heart for the Lord!
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BG2G_JA_20180810 Complaint Form.pdf 
600K
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12013K
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United States Department of Justice
United States Attorney
District of Connecticut
157 Church Street, 25th Floor  

                                                                                        New Haven, Connecticut   06510                                         
                                                                                        (203) 821-3700

Fax (203) 773-5376
E-Mail: USACT.Citizenscomplaint@usdoj.gov
www.justice.gov/usao-ct

CITIZEN’S COMPLAINT FORM

The United States Attorney
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230 Whiting St #6, New Britain, CT. 06051

NoemiSoto@bg2gct.com

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

Middletown Superior Court. Ten (10) cases listed-next page.

legal authorities on 10/3/2017, 10/20/2017 and 6/14/2018 list included with copy of letters.

Certified letters were sent to



COPIES DO NOT SEND ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS

I, Noemi Soto, represent the information I have provided to be true.

Associated Case Docket No.:

MMX-CR17-0212737-T , MMX-CR17-0212740-T

MMX-CR17-0212735-T , MMX-CR17-0212739-T

MMX-CR17-0213060-T , MMX-CR17-0212736-T

MMX-CR17-0212733-T , MMX-CR17-0212734-T

MMX-CR17-0212738-T , MMX-CR17-0212720-T

A total of 10 state employees, including some registered nurses were arrested

in September of 2017 over a video servalance camera that was leaked to the press

regarding repeated terrorizing of an elderly-mentally-disabled man by state employees under

the custody of Whiting Forensic Hospital. Hartford Current Reporter Josh Kovner covered this story

in great detail. (I have included copies of some news articles with this complaint)

Thirty (30) plus more state employees were suspended for various types of negligence

and failure to report the abuse. The level of collusion entangled all over this case

is disturbing especially because of the level of gross negligence of all the state agencies

involved! Implicated is CT Vally Hospital, Whiting Forensic is a part of CT Dept. of Correction,

CT Dept. of Mental Heath and Addiction Services (DMHAS), and The Union ALL guilty of

gross negligence, complaint cover ups and more! Many were viewing this as a cultural

systemic issue but I don't see it when implicated is ONLY ONE (1) Victim against

40+ state employees!? This all looks to me like the blueprints of an inhumane

research project on a victim elitist funders thought no one would care about.

Of the Ten Attorney's representing the arrested abusers, seven (7) are

registered as Pro Hac Vice. To my understanding, that means they are out of state.

(I have included Attorney information). The charges are inconsistent with CT statutes

and lenient despite the cruelty submitted and revealed in the video footage.

Noemi Soto 08-10-2018



Noemi Soto

I personally submitted certified letters expressing the legal inconsistencies

to: CT Legal Service, Greater Hartford Legal Aid, New Haven Legal

Assistance Association, Center for Children's Advocacy, The Children's

Law Center of CT, CT Fair Housing Center, Lawyers for Children America,

CT Veterans Legal Center, Advocacy Unlimited, CT Criminal Justice

Commission, CT Chief State's Attorney, CT Bar Association, Public Safety and

Security Committee, CT Advisory Council for Victims of Crime, and Judge

Maureen M. Keegan who is presiding over these cases. (I have included copies

of the letter I submitted, two of which are notarized statements.) Currently the

defending attorneys are trying to get Accelerated Rehabilitation which according

to CT Statutes should not even be applicable to "state employees"! Because the Union

is involved, and everyone is a state employee, these criminals are all

entitled to early retirements with tax payer funded pensions. This situation

disturbs me and many others who have lived experiance with the mental health

system and its hospitals. Significant to this case is Mark Cusson who was the

Head Nurse who was "supervizing" the victims treatment. He is being represented

by attorney, Brian J. Woolf. Seven of the cases have been statutorily sealed.

Why? Why are these cruel people being protected?

Please! Please! Please! Help justice prevail in this case! PLEASE!

I ask in the name of Jesus. Please help justice win. - BG2G

08-10-2018
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